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During the preparation of these notes I learned of the death of 
my admired teacher Reinhold Baer, and I would like to dedicate this 
paper to his memory. His way of thinking has strongly influenced also 
the development of the representation theory of rings and algebras: 
let us mention just one of his concepts, namely that of an injective 
module. 
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l.l Rojter's theorem and the theorem of Nazarova and Rojter 
This is a report on two theorems which seem to be the most re- 
markable ones of the present representation theory of finite dimen- 
sional algebras. They are due to Rojter, and to Nazarova and Rojter. 
Recall that an artinian ring R is said to be of finite representation 
type provided there is only a finite number of isomorphism classes of 
indecomposable modules. Note that all modules considered here will be 
assumed to be finitely generated, and usually will be right modules. 
Rojter's theorem. A finite dimensional algebra is either of 
finite representation type or else there are indecomposable modules of 
arbitrarily large dimension. 
Theorem of Nazarova and Rojter. Let R be a finite dimensional 
algebra over an algebraically closed field k. Then either R is of 
finite representation type, or else there is an exact embedding functor 
Mk[T] --+M R which maps the irreducible k[T]-modules to R-modules of 
a fixed dimension, and maps indecomposable modules to indecomposable 
ones, and non-isomorphic modules to non-isomorphic ones. 
Here, k[T] denotes the polynomial ring in one variable T over 
the field T. As we know from the Jordan canonical form theorem, the 
indecomposable k[T]-modules are of.the form k[T]/(T-~) n for some 
s E k, n E ~, the irreducible ones being given by n = I. Also, two 
modules k[T]/(T-~) n, k[T]/(T-B) m are isomorphic if and only if 
= B and n = m. So assume there is given an exact embedding functor 
q : Mk[T] --+ M R with the properties of the theorem of Nazarova and 
Rojter. Let Ms(n) = q(k[T]/(T-~)n), and M s = Ms(1). Then, these mod- 
ules Ms(n) all are indeeomposable, and pairwise non-isomorphic. Also, 
Ms(n ) has a series of submodules of the form 
MS(1) = M (2) = . . c Ms(n), 
with M (r+I)/M (r) ~ M for all r. In particular, if d is the di- 
mension of M , then M (n) is of dimension nd. Thus we obtain a fam- 
ily of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable modules of dimension nd, 
indexed by the elements of k. 
In this way, Nazarova and Rojter have solved for algebraically 
closed (and also for perfect) base fields the second "Brauer-Thrall 
conjecture" which asserts that an algebra over an infinite base field 
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is either of finite representation type, or else there are infinitely 
many dimensions dl,d2,.., such that there are infinitely many pair- 
wise non-isomorphic indecomposable modules of dimension di, for all 
i. The first conjecture of Brauer and Thrall was just the assertion of 
Rojter's theorem. 
We will discuss these theorems and some of their generalizations 
in the sequel, outlining methods which have been used for proofs. But 
let us first consider one specific example which is rather typical, and 
which also will have motivated Brauer and Thrall. Let k be an alge- 
braically closed field of characteristic 2, and G the Kleinian four- 
group, say with generators g]'g2" The group algebra R = kG has as 
a k-basis the elements of G, however we prefer to work with the basis 
I, x I = ]+gl' x2 = l+g2" s = XlX 2 = l+gl+g2+glg2 . Now kG is a local 
algebra, the radical being the subspace generated by Xl,X2,S, and the 
socle being the subspace generated by s. For all (~,~) E k 2~{(O,O)}, 
the two-dimensional subspace I :B generated by ~xl+Bx 2 and s is an 
ideal, and of course I ~ = I~:% B for ~ C k x {O}, thus the index 
~:$ runs through the projective line ~](k). In this way, we obtain 
two-dimensional R-modules with simple socle; in particular, they are 
indecomposable. Also, I : B is isomorphic to I ,:B , only in case they 
coincide, thus only for (~:B) = (~':B') in ~l(k). We see in this ex- 
ample that it may be rather easy to construct infinitely many pairwise 
non-isomorphic indecomposable R-modules of a fixed dimension, thus 
showing that R cannot be of finite representation type. We can now 
apply both Rojter's theorem and the theorem of Nazarova and Rojter in 
order to conclude that there have to exist indecomposable R-modules of 
arbitrarily large dimension, and even many infinite families of such 
modules. In fact, one knows since a long time all indecomposable kG- 
modules (see for example [5], [22]), the number of isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable kG-modules of dimension d being as follows: it is 
I for d = I, it is 2 for d odd, d # l, and it is infinite, for d 
even. We obtain a functor q : Mk[T] --~ MkG with the properties stated 
in the theorem of Nazarova and Rojter in the following way: For any 
k[T]-module U, let ~(U) = U @ U with (u,v)g I = (u,u+v), (u,v)g 2 = 
(u,uT+v) for u,v E U, then it is easy to check that in this way 
U O U actually becomes a kG-module, and also that ~ has all the 
properties. 
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1.2 The origin of the conjectures 
M. Auslander once has quoted R. Brauer by saying that the conjec- 
tures were just considered as a problem for graduate students. Since 
there also is no paper published by Brauer and Thrall on this problem, 
it may seem that the interest of Brauer and Thrall in this question was 
very limited. However, there does exist rather strong evidence that 
Brauer and Thrall were working on the problem for some time. 
Let us recall what was known around 1940 on indecomposable re- 
presentations of finite dimensional algebras. For commutative artinian 
rings KSthe [29] had shown that the uniserial rings are the only ones 
for which any module is a direct sum of cyclic modules, and he posed 
the problem to characterize all artinian rings with this property. Soon 
after,Nakayama investigated serial ("generalized uniserial") rings in 
great detail [30]. In particular, he showed that any (finitely gener- 
ated or not) module over a serial ring is a direct sum of indecompos- 
able modules and that the indecomposable ones are serial, thus epi- 
morphic images of indecomposable projective ("principal indecompos- 
able") modules. In particular, in this case, the indecomposable modules 
are of bounded length. At the same time, Brur~nund [9] had shown that a 
non-cyclic p-group always has indecomposable p-modular representations 
of arbitrarily large length. Nakayama stresses the fact that Brummund's 
arguments work under more general assumptions and adds: "Now arises the 
problem to determine general type of rings which possess arbitrarily 
large directly indecomposable left or right modules. But the author has 
to leave also this problem open" [30]. 
There is an abstract of Brauer in the Bulletin of the AMS, 1941, 
where he announces a paper on indecomposable representations of alge- 
bras [7]: "Cases are studied in which A (a finite dimensional alge- 
bra) has infinitely many non-equivalent indecomposable representations". 
Later, Thrall apparently refers to this paper (which never was pub- 
lished) in another abstract in the Bulletin, entitled "On ahdir alge- 
bras" [38], where an ahdir algebra is one with i__ndecomposable r_epre- 
sentations of !rbitrarily high degree: "R. Brauer has given three con- 
ditions each sufficient to ensure that A is ahdir. These conditions 
are stated in terms of the Cartan invariants of A, A/N, A/N2,..., 
where N is the radical of A", the conditions being the exclusion of 
diagrams ~1' ~n with n ~ 2, and ~4" Thrall excludes, in addition, 
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the diagrams ~n' n ~ 5, and this was worked out in detail by Jans 
[23]. Thrall had thought to have characterized in this way the radical 
square zero algebras of finite representation type. Nine years later, 
Yoshii [42] published his attempt to deal with these algebras, he re- 
marks: "Last autumn Professor Brauer informed me that he and Professor 
Thrall obtained almost the same results as ours, but their works are 
not published". In contrast to the extensive use of matrices by Yoshii, 
Brauer and Thrall apparently soon had realized that the best frame for 
these problems was the consideration of vectorspaces with subspaces. In 
one of his papers on modular lattices, Thrall writes: "Detailed study 
(as yet unpublished) of the representation theory of certain classes of 
algebras has led me to consider the possibility of searching for con- 
nections between representation theory and lattice theory. The present 
note is devoted to setting up the machinery for certain phases of such 
ir~vestigations" [39]. And in the joint note with Duncan which deals 
with modular lattices freely generated by at most three chains: "One of 
these lattices ... is of particular interest as a knowledge of its 
structure is made use of in the theory of representations of algebras", 
and he adds the following footnote: "This application occurs in an as 
yet unpublished investigation into algebras of bounded representation 
type by R. Brauer and R.M. Thrall" [40]. 
The first actual formulation of the conjectures is in the paper 
of Jans [23]: he defines finite, bounded, and strongly unbounded re- 
presentation types and continues: "Concerning these classes of alge- 
bras, R. Brauer and R.M. Thrall have conjectured that algebras of 
bounded type are actually of finite type and that (over infinite fields) 
algebras of unbounded type are actually of strongly unbounded type". 
1.3 The fertility of the conjectures 
The problems posed by Brauer and Thrall were, with no doubt, the 
most stimulating ones for the development of the representation theory 
of finite dimensional algebras. In fact, all major advances can be 
traced back to investigations involved with these questions. Let us 
mention at least some, and indicate the impact they had. 
We have mentioned Yoshii who tried to verify both conjectures for 
radical square zero algebras over an algebraically closed field [42]. 
His classification of all such algebras of finite representation type 
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was incorrect, but the correction given by Gabriel [17] showed that 
these algebras were classified by the Dynkin diagrams An, Dn, E6, E 7, 
E8.(Recall that it was Brauer who associated for the first time such 
types of diagrams to finite dimensional algebras). The appearance of 
the Dynkin diagrams was considered as an intriguing problem, and an 
attempt to understand this relation lead to the Coxeter functors of 
Bernstein-Gelfand-Pononmrev, and to the consideration of quadratic 
forms and roots in general, but also to the investigation of species 
(where all Dynkin diagrams, not only just those with single lines, 
appear [12]). 
It seems that Rojter's theorem actually came as a surprise. One 
of his methods, the "Rojter measure", was formalized by Gabriel in 
[]8]; however, otherwise, it really was not used. Very recently, it 
stimulated Auslander and Smal~ [4] for introducing the concept of pre- 
projective and preinjective modules for general Artin algebras, but the 
precise relationship between the Auslander-Smal~ theory and the Rojter 
measure is yet not clear. In Auslander's proof of Rojter's theorem If] 
(and his generalization to artinian rings), the so-called "almost split 
sequences" made their first appearance. (They are now called Auslander- 
Reiten sequences due to the fact that the general existence theorem, as 
well as all their properties, were established in the joint work of 
Auslander and Reiten). We will see in part 2 of this report that the 
methods of Auslander and his school are very well adapted for dealing 
with the questions raised by the Brauer-Thrall conjectures. 
The methods introduced by Nazarova and Rojter for the proof of 
their theorem were of great importance: As first step, they verified 
the second Brauer-Thrall conjecture for the category of representations 
of partially ordered sets [3l], and, in this way, developed an elabo- 
rate representation theory for partially ordered sets. Kleiner used 
these methods to give a complete description of the partially ordered 
sets of finite type and all their representations [25, 26] - this was 
the prototype of various characterizations of classes of partially 
ordered sets according to their representation type. The second step 
then was the consideration of arbitrary vectorspace categories and 
their subspace categories [32]. We will report on some of these con- 
cepts in part 3. Note that the further development of these ideas lead 
to the introduction of differential graded categories which completely 
formalizes the matrix calculations. 
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Finally, let us note that the distinction of finite and infinite 
representation type quite early was refined to that of finite, tame and 
wild representation type. This difference of behaviour was clear from 
the work of Krugliak, Brenner and Butler, and the first systematic use 
of this distinction seems to have been made by Drozd []5]: he deter- 
mined completely the commutative algebras according to being of finite, 
tame or wild type. 
In the remaining parts of this report, we will concentrate on two 
methods: the use of irreducible maps and the vectorspace category ap- 
proach. These two methods have turned out to be very fruitful for our 
problem, and it is probable that further investigations will strongly 
rely on them: there seems to be some evidence that it may be possible 
to furnish a conceptual proof of the theorem of Nazarova and Rojter 
using Auslander's approach - on the other hand, a deeper penetration 
into the classification problem of indecomposable modules will make it 
necessary to determine the faithful vectorspace categories of finite 
type in the same way as Kleiner did it with partially ordered sets. 
Note that in this report the Boston and the Kiev method stand side by 
side without much interrelation. However, it will be clear from the 
sequel [35] that in fact both methods fit together rather well. 
The presentation of parts 2 and 3 is very different. Whereas in 
part 2, we try to be as self-contained as possible, presupposing only 
the existence theorems for Auslander-Reiten sequences (see [3], or also 
[20]), the part 3 just tries to outline some of the basic concepts and 
preliminary results which show the direction of the investigation of 
Nazarova and Rojter. 
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2. AUSLANDER'S APPROACH 
Our aim is to give a survey on the methods and results due to 
Auslander and his school which provide insight into the relationships 
between different indecomposable modules. In this way, one obtains a 
proof of Rojter's theorem even in the case of an arbitrary artinian 
ring, as well as other types of generalizations of this theorem. Also, 
the methods furnish proofs of at least some partial results concerning 
the theorem of Nazarova and Rojter. One may hope that a new proof of 
the theorem of Nazarova and Rojter may emerge from these methods, per- 
haps along the lines of the recent investigations of Riedtmann [33]. 
In this part, we always will assume that R is an artinian ring 
with finitely generated indecomposable injective modules. 
2.1 Irreducible maps 
The main notion which we will need is that of an irreducible map 
as introduced by Auslander and Reiten in [3]. Let R be a ring; X, Y 
R-modules. A homomorphism f : X--+ Y is said to be irreducible pro- 
vided f is neither a split monomorphism or a split epimorphism, and 
given any factorization f = f' o f", then f' is a split epimorphism 
or f" is a split monomorphism. Thus, the irreducible maps are those 
non-split maps which allow no non-trivial factorization. In case R is 
an artinian ring of finite representation type, then clearly irreduci- 
ble maps do exist and any non-invertible map between indecomposable 
modules is a sum of compositions of irreducible maps. If R is not of 
finite type, it is much harder to show the existence of irreducible 
maps, and, in fact, there always will be non-invertible maps between 
indecomposable modules which cannot be written as sums of compositions 
of irreducible maps! Let us give the precise description of the irre- 
ducible maps between indecomposable modules in case of an artin algebra. 
Let R be any artinian ring with finitely generated indecompos- 
able injective modules, and P an indeeomposable projective R-module, 
then the irreducible maps of the form X--+ p are easy to determine: 
they are just the inclusion maps of non-zero direct summands X of the 
radical radP of P. If I is an indecomposable injective R-module, 
then similarly f : I --+ Y is irreducible, if and only if Y is a 
non-zero direct surm~and of I/soc I with f the canonical projection. 
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A non-spl it  exact sequence O--+ X ~ Y--~+ Z--+ O with X, Z 
indecomposable, is called an Auslander-Reiten sequence provided for any 
map ~ : X--+ X' which is not a split monomorphism, there exists 
~' : Y --+ X' with ~' o f = ~. This property is equivalent to the dual 
one that for any map B : Z' --+ Z which is not split epi, there ex- 
ists ~' : Z' --+ Y with g ~ B' = B. (~s lander  and Reiten have called 
these types of sequences "almost split"). It is easy to see that Aus- 
lander-Reiten sequences, if they exist, essential ly are unique for 
given X, or given Z. Of course, given an indecomposable module X, 
an Auslander-Reiten sequence starting with X can only exist if X is 
not injective. Similarly, given an indecomposable module Z, an 
Auslander-Reiten sequence ending in Z can only exist, if Z is not 
projective. We say that R has Auslander-Reiten sequences, provided 
for any indecomposable non-inject ive module X, there exists an Auslan- 
der-Reiten sequence starting with X, and to any indeeomposable non- 
projective module Z there exists an Auslander-Reiten sequence ending 
in Z. One of the main theorems due to Auslander and Reiten [3] asserts 
that any artin algebra has Auslander-Reiten sequences. Also, any 
artinian ring of f inite representation type has Auslander-Reiten se- 
quences [l]. 
Given an Auslander-Reiten sequence O --+ X f Y ~ Z --+ O , then 
the irreducible maps starting with X, or ending in Z, can easily be 
determined: those starting with X are of the form f' : X ~ Y', 
where Y' is a non-zero direct summand of Y, say Y = Y' ~ Y", and 
f' f,; f = (f,) for some those ending in Z are of the form 
g' : Y' ---+ Z, where again Y' # O, Y = Y' @ Y", and g = (g',g"), for 
some g". 
We will denote the length of a module M by IMl. 
LEMMA. Let R be an artin algebra. Then there exist a constant 
c (depending only on R) such that for any irreducible map X--+ Y 
with X,Y indecomposable, we have IXJ < c JYJ and JYJ < c IXl. 
Proof. Let p be the maximal length of an indecomposable pro- 
jective right module, and q the maximal length of an indecomposable 
projective left module. Given an Auslander-Reiten sequence 
O--+ U--+ V --+ W--+ O, 
then U = D Tr W and W = Tr D U, see [3]. Now it is easy to see that 
for any module M, the length of Tr M is bounded by pqJMJ. For, let 
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Q--+ P -+ M--+ 0 
be a minimal projective resolution of M, thus JPI < pIMJ, and there- 
fore Q can be written as the direct sum of at most pIMf indecom- 
posable modules. The same is true for HomR(QR,RR) , thus the length of 
HomR(QR,R R) is < qpIM[. But Tr M is an epimorphic image of 
Ho~ (QR,RR), thus also ITr Mi < qpIMi. We conclude that for our given 
Auslander-Reiten sequence, IVI = IUI + IWl is bounded both by 
(qp+|)IUi and (qp+])IWI. Thus, assume X,Y are indecomposable R-mod- 
ules, with an irreducible map X --+ Y. If X is injective, then Y is 
a direct summand of X/soc X (see [3]), thus JYl < ixi. If X is non- 
injective, then there is an Auslander-Reiten sequence starting with X 
and Y is a direct summand of the middle term, thus tYl <_ (qp+|)JXI. 
Similarly, one obtains the other inequality. 
In dealing with irreducible maps X --+ Y, we usual ly will con- 
sider only the case when X and Y both are indecomposable. In par- 
ticular, in case there are given irreducible maps 
f l  f2> ft X 
XO Xl X2 ... > "'" > Xt-| > t ' 
with all X. indecomposable, then we wil l  call this a chain of irre- 
I 
ducible maps of lensth t. The Auslander-Reiten graph of R has as 
vertices the isomorphism classes of indecomposable R-modules, and there 
is an edge between the isomorphism class of X and that of Y provided 
there is an irreducible map X --+ Y or Y --+ X. The Auslander-Reiten 
components are, by definition, the connected components of this Aus- 
lander-Reiten graph (or the corresponding modules). Note that in case 
R has Auslander-Reiten sequences, the Auslander-Reiten graph is lo- 
cally finite. 
LEMMA. Assume R has Auslander-Reiten sequences. Let X, Y be 
indecomposable R-modules with Hom(X,Y) # O, and assume there does not 
exist a chain of irreducible maps from X to Y of length < t. Then 
(a) there exists a chain of irreducible maps 
fl f2 ft 
.... > X 1 ~ . . .  X = X ° Xt_ I .... > X t 
and a map g : X t --~ Y with g o f t  o...o fl # O; and also 
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(b) there exists a chain of irreducible maps 
g2 g] 
Yt ,g,,t> Yt-1 "'" Y1 Yo 
and a map f : X > Yt with gl .... ° gt ° f # O. 
Proof, by induction on t. For t = O, nothing has to be shown. 
Now assume X, Y are given, with Hom(X,Y) # O, and no chain of irre- 
ducible maps from X to Y of length < t+l. First, we consider (a). 
By induction, we have irreducible maps f'1 : Xi-l ---+ X.l for 
] < i < t, where X. are indecomposable modules and X = X , and also 
- -  - -  i 0 
a map g : X t > Y with g Q ft o...o fl # O. Our assumption implies 
that g cannot be an isomorphism. We consider two cases: First, let 
X t be injective, then g vanishes on the socle socX t of Xt, since 
otherwise g would be a split monomorphism. Let Xt/socX t = 
r 
@ Z. with indecomposable modules Zi, and with projection maps 
i=1 i 
a i : X t > Z i. Note that the ~i are irreducible. We can factor g 
as follows 
X .. $ > Y 
t 
z 
I (gl ' " " " 'gr ) 
r 
i~=l Z i 
In the second case, X t is not injective, thus there exists an Aus- 
r 
lander-Reiten sequence 0 ~ X ~ Z > Z' > O. Let Z = .$ Z. 
t (~I) I=I l 
with Z i indecomposable, and let ~ = . Again, the e i 
are irreducible. We can extend g to Z, r thus g will be factored 
r 
again in the form g = ~ gi~i . Now, from O # g o f t  o... Q fl = 
r i=I 
gi~ift o...o f]' it follows that one of the summands 
i=I 
gieift o.. .o fl # O. Let Xt+ I:= Zi, and ft+l := ~i" This finishes the 
proof of (a). 
Similarly, we have by induction irreducible maps 
gi : Yi ~ ¥i-I ' I ~ i < t, with Yi indecomposable, Yo = Y' and 
a map f : X > Yt" Note that by assumption f cannot be an isomorph- 
ism. Consider first the case where Yt is projective. Then f maps 
r 
into the radical radY t of Yt" Let radY t = i~ I Zi, with Z i 
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indecomposable, and with inclusion maps B. : Z. > Y . Thus there are 
r z z t 
maps fi : X----+ Z i with f = i--~]Sif i. In the second case, where Yt 
is not projective, we use the Auslander-Reiten sequence 
r 
O --+ Z' --+ Z --+ Yr --+ O, decompose Z = i@ | Z.l with Z.z indecompos- 
r 
able, and obtain similarly a relation f = .I 8ifi, where 
i=] 
8 = (B],...,Sr). Note that in both cases, all the 8 i are irreducible 
r 
maps. Now from O # g] ~...o gt ° f = ~ g] Q .... gtSifi we conclude 
i=] 
that at least one g| e... Q gt~ifi #. This gives us 
Yt+] := Zi'gt+| := Si' and finishes the proof of (h). 
2.2 The lemma of Harada and Sai 
The following lemma is fitted very well to the consideration of 
chains of irreducible maps, as we wil l  see in the next sections. It is 
a generalization of the Fitt ing lemma, and seems to have been noted 
for the first time by Harada and Sai in [21]. 
LEMMA. Let 
< b. Let f. : M. 
- l l 
f2b_l Q ' ' ' °  f2 o f l  
Mi, ] j i ~ 2 b, be indecomposable modules of length 
) Mi+ ] be non-invertible. Then the composition 
is zero. 
Proof. We show by induction on n the following: Given 
indecomposable modules Mi, ] ~ i ~ 2 n, of length ~ b, and non- 
invertible maps fi : Mi--+ Mi+]' then either the composition 
f o . . .o  f2 o f] is zero or else the length of its image is < b-n. 
2n_] 
If n = l, the image of f] cannot have length b, since other- 
wise f! would be invertible. 
Assume the assertion is true for n, and there are given M i, 
] ~ i ~ 2 n+|, and fi : Mi --+ Mi+]" We consider the compositions 
f = f2 n-I°''" o f2 o f] and h = f2n+]_]o...o f2n. If one of them is 
zero or the length of its image is < b-n, then we are done. Thus, we 
can assume that the images both of f and h are of length b-n > O. 
Let g = f . We have to show that the image Im hgf of hgf is of 
2 n 
length ~ b-n-]. If not, then we clearly must have 
Im f N Ker hg = O, Im gf N Ker h = O. 
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Together with I Im fl = b-n, IKer hg I = IM i-b+n, the first equality ~n 
implies that M is the direct sum of IZm f and Ker hg, thus, since 
n 
f # 0 and ~ndecomposab le ,  hg is a monomorphism. Similarly, 
2 n 
]Im gf[ ~ h I  = [M ]-b+n show that M is the direct 
2n+l 2n+l 
sum of Im gf and Ker h, thus fg is an epimorphism. As a conse- 
quence, g would be both a monomorphism and an epimorphism, contrary to 
our assumption. 
Note that the given bounds in the lemma are best possible. For 
example, for R = k[X,Y]/(X2,y2,xy), it is easy to construct a sequence 
of seven indecomposable R-modules of length j 3 and non-invertible 
maps 
M I ----+ M 2 > . ---+ M 6 ---+ M 7 
with non-zero composition, starting with M 1 the indecomposable pro- 
jective module and ending with the indecomposable injective module M 7. 
2.3 Bounded lensth components 
As a first application of the existence of chains of irreducible 
maps and the Harada-Sai lemma, we prove Auslander's result that a con- 
nected artinian ring R with Auslander-Reiten sequences can have a 
component with modules of bounded length only in case R is of finite 
representation type. Note that any artin algebra, in particular any 
finite dimensional algebra over some field, has Auslander-Reiten se- 
quences, thus this result is a direct generalization of Rojter's 
theorem. 
PROPOSITION (Auslander [2]). Let R be a connected artinian ring 
with Auslander-Reiten sequences. If R has an Auslander-Reiten com- 
ponent with modules of bounded length, then these are all indecompos- 
able modules and R is of finite representation type. 
Proof. Let C be an Auslander-Reiten component such that all 
indecomposable modules in C are of length j b. Let M, N be two 
indecomposable modules with Hom(M,N) # O. If M belongs to C, then 
there is a chain of irreducible maps from M to N of length 
< 2b-l:=s, and thus also N is in C. For, otherwise there is a chain 
of irreducible maps f| f2 fs 
M = M o ~ M] .... + . . Ms_ ] 7 M s 
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---+ N with g o f o...~ f] # O. However, by the and a map g : Ms s 
Harada-Sai lemma, fs o... o f] = O. Conversely, if N is in C, then 
similarly there is a chain of irreducible maps from M to N of 
length < s, since otherwise there would exist a chain of irreducible 
maps 
gs 
N ---+ o N 1 g l  No = N s ) Ns-I " 
and a map f : M---+ Ns with g] ~ ...o gs = f # O, again a contradic- 
tion to the Harada-Sai lemma. 
Thus, let M be any indecomposable module in C. There is an in- 
decomposable projective module P with Hom(P,M) # O, thus also P 
belongs to C. Since R is connected, for any other indecomposable 
projective module P', there is a sequence P = Po,PI,...,Pt = P' 
with Hom(Pi_],P i) # O or Hom(Pi,Pi_]) # 0 for all 1 ~ i ~ t, thus 
also P' belongs to C. Finally, we conclude that all indecomposable 
R-modules belong to C, since for any such module N, there is an in- 
decomposable projective module P' with Hom(P',N) # O. Also, we have 
seen that there exists a chain of < s irreducible maps starting with 
P' and ending with N. Since there are only finitely many indecompos- 
able projective modules, there can exist only finitely many indecom- 
posable modules. This finishes the proof. 
We have noted above that this proposition is a direct generaliza- 
tion of Rojter's theorem. In fact, Auslander also has shown that an 
artinian ring R with a bound on the length of the indecomposable R- 
modules always has Auslander-Reiten sequences ([I], see also [41]), 
thus it follows that such a ring has to be of finite representation 
type: 
Corollary (Auslander [I]). An artinian ring is either of finite 
representation type or else there are indecomposable modules of ar- 
bitrarily large length. 
2.4 The induction step 
The second application of the existence of chains of irreducible 
maps and the Harada-Sai lemma is a result due to Smal~ which estab- 
lishes the induction step of the second Brauer-Thrall conjecture in a 
way which is different from that of Nazarova and Rojter, and which also 
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applies immediately to all artin algebras. To see the difference be- 
tween the assertions of Nazarova-Rojter and Smal~, let R be a finite- 
dimensional algebra over some algebraically closed field, then Naza- 
rova-Rojter construct one particular one-parameter family of indecom- 
posable modules M i such that for any natural n, there is an indecom- 
posable module Mi(n) with a chain of inclusions 
M i = Mi(] ) c Mi(2 ) c . . . c Mi(n ) 
such that all quotients Mi(r÷|)/Mi(r ) are isomorphic to Mi, and with 
M°(n) isomorphic to M.(n) only for M. ~ M.. In particular, the dif- 
l j l j 
ferent one-parameter families which we obtain all have as dimensions 
multiples of the dimension of the modules in the family M.. In con- 
i 
trast, Smal~'s assertion is that given any infinite family {Mili E I} 
of indecomposable modules, say of length b, we find a subset J of I 
of the same cardinality, and for some b' > b a family {NjI j E J} of 
indecomposable modules of length b' such that there is a chain of 
irreducible maps of a fixed length t starting with M° and ending 
J 
with Nj, for every j E J. Thus, here we do not know much about the 
relation of the dimensions b and b', except that b < b', and, in 
particular, we cannot build up N. from copies of M. using exten- 
J J 
sions, as examples show. On the other hand we know that the module N. 
J 
belongs to the same Auslander-Reiten component as M°. 
J 
PROPOSITION (Smal~ [37]). Let R be an artin algebra, and assume 
there is given an infinite family {Mill E I} of pairwise non-iso- 
morphic indecomposable modules of length b. Then there exists b' > b, 
some t, and a subset J of I of the same cardinality as I, such 
that for every j E J, there is a non-zero map M. --+ N. which is the 
J J 
composition of a chain of t irreducible maps and with a family 
{Nil j E J} of pairwise non-isomorphic, indecomposable modules of 
length b'. 
Proof. Let {Mili E I} be the given family of indecomposable 
modules of length b. There are only finitely many M. which may have 
l 
a chain of irreducible maps of length < 2b-] =:s starting with M. 
i 
and ending in an indecomposable injective module, thus we may delete 
those, retaining as index set a subset J' of J. To any Mi, i E J', 
there exists an indecomposable injective module Qi with 
Hom(Mi,Qi) # O. As a consequence, there is a chain of irreducible maps 
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fil fis 
M i = Mio ~ Mil • > . . . Mi,s_ l > Mis 
and a map gi : M.is ----+ Qi such that gifis . . . . .  fil # O. The Harada- 
Sai lermna irmnediately implies that not all M.. can have length ! b, lj 
thus there exists a subset J" of J' of the same cardinality, and 
some t with l < t < s such that for all i E J", we have 
IMit I > b. Now, IMit I takes only finitely many different values, since 
IMit I ~ ctiMiI = ctb, thus there is again a subset J"' of J" of the 
same eardinality such that all IMitl, i E J"', are equal. Any iso- 
morphism class can contain only finitely many Mit , since for any 
module N, there is only a finite number of modules M i with a chain 
of irreducible maps of length t, starting with M. and ending with 
i 
N. Thus choosing one module out of any such isomorphism class, we ob- 
tain a subset I of J"' of the same cardinality such that for i # j 
in I, the modules Mit , Mjt are non-isomorphic. This finishes the 
proof. 
In order to be able to apply the result of Smal~, we need to 
have found in some different way at least one infinite family of in- 
decomposable modules (of a fixed dimension). In the next section we 
will see that, at least sometimes, this can he read off from properties 
of the bimodules of irreducible maps. 
2.5 The bimodules of irreducible maps 
Let X, Y be indecomposable R-modules. Clearly, the set of ir- 
reducible maps f : X--+ Y is not closed under addition, but actually 
the set of non-irreducible maps is. Let us consider the corresponding 
factor module. To be more precise, denote by rad(X,Y) the set of non- 
invertible homomorphisms. If X, Y are not necessarily indecomposable, 
say with decompositions X = ~ Xi, Y = ~ Y. with indeeomposable mod- 
J 
ules Xi, Yj, define rad(X,Y) = l,j "@" rad(Xi'Yj)' where we use the iden- 
tification Hom(X,Y) = .~. Hom(Xi,Y~ ).j In this way, we define an ideal 
l,J 
in the category of R-modules which is the obvious generalization of the 
Jacobson radical of a ring, and which may be called the Jacobson 
radical of the category of R-modules [24]. As in the case of a ring, 
let rad2(X,Y) be the set of all homomorphisms f : X--+ Y with 
f = f'f", where f" E rad(X,l), f' E rad(l,Y) for some R-module I. 
This again is an ideal in the category of R-modules. We only have to 
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check the additivity. Assume f = f'f", g = g'g" both belong to 
rad2(X,Y), say with f' 6 rad(I,Y), g' 6 rad(J,Y). Then (f',g') 6 
rad(l @ J, Y), \g,,] 6 rad(X, I @ J), and (f g )\/g" - f f +g g - f+g. 
Note that for X, Y indecomposable, rad(X,Y) "-rad2(X,Y) is just 
the set of irreducible homomorphisms from X to Y. 
Let N(X,Y) = rad(X,Y)/rad2(X,Y). For an indecomposable module 
X, let F(X) = End(X)/rad(X,X), this is a division ring. Note that 
rad 2 (X,Y) is an End (Y)-End(X)-submodule of the End(Y)-End(X)-bimod- 
ule rad(X,Y), and that N(X,Y) is annihi lated on the left by 
rad(Y,Y), on the right by rad(X,X), thus N(X,Y) is, in fact, an 
F(Y)-F(X)-bimodule, the bimodule of irreducible maps. We are interested 
in the dimensions of the vectorspaces F(y)N(X,Y) and N(X,Y)F(X) . 
S 
LEMMA. Let 0 --+ X f~ .@ y. -5-+ Z --+ O be an Auslander-Reiten 
I=] i 
sequence, with  indecomposab le  modu les  Y . .  Le t  Y be a f i xed  indecom-  
1 
posable module, and suppose Y ~ Y. iff ! < i < d, for some d < s. 
1 -- -- 
Then the vectorspaces F(y)N(X,Y) and N(Y,Z)F(y) both are d-dimen- 
sional. 
Proof. We may assume Y = Yi for I < i < d, thus f = ~ ]j ~ ~ \ / 
S 
gives d homomorphisms f. : X -+ Y, ~ < i < d. They are linear- 
ly independent in F(y)N(X,Y). For, assume there are given endomorph- 
isms ~. of Y, ] < i < d. If at least one of the ~. is an auto- 
l - - d i 
morphism, then (~l .... '~d ) : i ~] Y --+ Y is a split epimorphism, 
and therefore the composition 
d d (a t  " " "ad ) 
X ~ i@ I Y ÷ Y 
is an irreducible homomorphism, thus 
S 
Z 
i=I 
~ifi ~ rad2(X,Y). On the 
other hand, let f' : X--+ Y be any homomorphism. Then by the defin- 
ing property of an Auslander-Reiten sequence, there is 
S S 
= (~l ' ' 'es) :  i~! Yi > Y with f' = ~f = ~ ~ifi . Now 
i] 
is irreducible. Also, ~. 6 fi 6 rad(X,Yi) for all i, since fi 
rad(Yi,Y), for i > d, since these Y. are indecomposable and not iso- 
s ~ 
morphic to Y. Thus i~d+l~ifi E and f' rad (X,Y), therefore coincides 
= 
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d 
with ~ e.f. modulo rad2(X,Y). This shows that f! " " fd  is a ba- 
i=] i i "" 
sis of F(y)N(X,Y). Similarly, one shows that g] .... 'gd is a basis of 
N(X,Y)F(X)- 
For the remainder of this section, we will need the following 
property of irreducible monomorphisms (which actually gives rise to a 
characterization [3]): if f : X--+ Y is an irreducible monomorphism, 
and ~ : Y--+ Q is the cokernel of f, then for any map ~ : Q' --+ Q 
there is either q' : Q' --+ Y with f~' = q, or ~" : Y--+ Q' with 
n~" = f. It is easy to conclude from this that Q has to be indecom- 
posable. Thus we see that irreducible monomorphisms are a good source 
for obtaining indecomposable modules! Similarly, the kernel of an irre- 
ducible epimorphism has the dual factorization property, and, in par- 
ticular, is indecomposable, so that in the same way irreducible epi- 
morphisms give rise to indecomposable modules. We will use these prop- 
erties to obtain, in fact, series of indecomposable modules. 
We assume that R is an artin algebra with center C. Note that 
if R is connected, then C is a local ring, so the residue ring 
C/rad C is a field. The following proposition is a direct consequence 
of the properties of irreducible maps as outlined above, due to Auslan- 
der and Reiten, and some known facts on the number of orbits in certain 
bimodules which were considered by Dlab and the author in [12]; it also 
can be found in a forthcoming paper by Bautista [6]. 
PROPOSITION. Let R be a connected artin algebra with infinite 
residue field k = C/rad C. Assume there exist indecomposable R-modules 
X, Y, with 
dimF(y)N(X,Y) • dim N(X,Y)F(X) ~ 4. 
Then there is a natural number d such that the number of indecompos- 
able R-modules of length d equals the cardinality of k. 
Proof. The division rings F(X), F(Y) are finite dimensional 
k-algebras, and k operates centrally on N(X,Y). Assume first that 
dimF(y)N(X,Y) ~ 2, dim(X,Y)F(X) ~ 2. Consider the following algebraic 
group G = (F(X) ~ {0}) × (F(Y) ~ {0}) operating on N(X,Y) as fol- 
lows: if ~ E F(X) ~ {0}, B E F(Y) ~ {0}, and ~ E N(X,Y), let 
-I 
(~,~)#~ = ~ . It is easy to see that the number of orbits is pre- 
cisely Ikl, calculating the k-dimension both of N(X,Y) and G. Now 
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the orbits give rise to indecomposable modules of length I IX{ -- {Y{I 
as follows: Assume {X{ < {YJ. If ~ : X -~+Y is irreducible, then it 
has to be a proper monomorphism, and we denote by % its cokernel, 
with ~ : Y --+ % the projection map. Now % is indecomposable, and 
we claim that for irreducible maps ~,~ : X -  + Y, the modules % and 
Q~ only can he isomorphic in case ~ = ~. Namely, assume there is giv- 
en an isomorphism q : %- -+ Q~, then there exists either B : Y--+ Y 
with ~6 = q~,  or else 6' : Y --+ Y with ~ = q~06'. Replacing, if 
-! 
necessary, q by q and interchanging ~ and ~, we can assume that 
we have ~B = q~,  thus we have a commutating diagram of the form 
0 ~ x ~+Y ~ ~% ~ 0 
O-- - - -+X ~Y ~:~Q~ ' ~ 0 
Now 6 cannot  be n i lpotent ,  s ince  n i s  an i somorph ism.  Thus, s ince  
Y i s  indecomposab le ,  6 i s  an automorphism,  and there fore  a l so  ~ i s  
an automorph ism,  thus  ~ = g~c ~-1 = (a ,g )*~.  S imi la r ly ,  in  case  
IXI > IY{, we cons ider  the  kerne ls  of the  i r reduc ib le  maps. 
Next ,  assume dimF(y)N(X,Y) = 1, dim N(X,Y)F(X) ~ 4. The prev ious  
lemma, together  w i th  the character i za t ion  of i r reduc ib le  maps us ing  
Aus lander -Re i ten  sequences ,  shows that  l inear ly  independent  e lements  
Wl ,~ 2 of  N(X,Y)F(X) g ive  r i se  to i r reduc ib le  maps ~ = (~l,W2) : 
X $ X---+ Y. Thus, we cons ider  the  abe l ian  group N(X ~ X,Y) = 
Hom(X • X ,Y ) / rad2(X  ~ X,Y) which i s  a b imodute  w i th  respect  to  the  
ac t ion  of  F(Y) f rom the  le f t ,  and the  2x2-matr i ces  over  F(X) from 
the  r ight .  Thus,  the  group GL2(F(X)) x (F(Y) x {O}) operates  on 
N(X ~ X,Y) v ia  (a ,6 ) ,~  = B~ -1 ,  where ~ E N(X ~ X,Y),  a E GL2(F(X)) , 
O # g E F(Y) .  Aga in ,  the  number of  o rb i t s  i s  equa l  to  l k l ,  and we want 
to  const ruct ,  fo r  every  orb i t ,  an indecomposab le  module of length  
I21xl  - IYII  as fo l lows :  F i r s t ,  assume 21XI < IYI. In  th i s  case ,  we 
cons ider  the  cokerne l  Q~ of  ~ : X ~ X-+ Y and conc lude  that  fo r  
Q~, Q~ i somorph ic ,  ~ , and ~ be long  to the  same orb i t ,  us ing  the  
indecompos ib i l i ty  of Y. Next ,  assume 2tXI > IYI. In  th i s  ease ,  we 
have to  cons ider  the  kerne l  K of ~ : X ~ X - *  Y, say w i th  inc lus ion  
map ~ . Let  K ,  K~ be i somorph ic ,  say w i th  i somorph ism n : K~0-+ K ~. 
We obta in  an endomorphism ~ of X ~ X w i th  e i ther  a~ = ~n,  or 
~ = ~q.  Rep lac ing ,  i f  necessary ,  q by q- I  and exchang ing  ~ and 
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~, we have the following commutative diagram 
O > K~ > X@X > Y > O 
0 ~ K~ ~ ~ X ~ X ~ > Y > 0 . 
We claim that ~ cannot be nilpotent. For, otherwise, we even may as- 
sume ~ = O, replacing ~ by some power. But then we obtain 
y : X @ X--+ K~ with ~ = D~T, and therefore N- Iy~ = |Ke" This shows 
that ~,  and thus also ~, splits, impossible. Since B is not nil- 
potent, and Y is indecomposable, we see that 6, and therefore also 
~, is an isomorphism. Thus ~ and ~ belong to the same orbit. 
2.6 Examples 
Let us consider rings of the form 
R = R{FMG' = ( F M ) O G 
where F, G are division rings and FMG is a bimodule (this means 
fm 
that R consists of all 2x2~atr ices of the form (0 g) with f C F, 
m C M, g E G, with component~ise addition, and the usual matrix- 
multiplication -- which makes sense as one verifies easily). The R~od-  
ules can be ~ i t ten  in the form (UF,VG,~:UF OFMG--+ VG), and we call 
(dim UF, dim VG) its dimension type. 
~w,  there are two indecomposable projective R~odules,  namely 
PI = (O'GG'°) and P2 = (FF'MG'id)' with endomorphism rings 
End(Pl) = G, End(P 2) = F. It is easy to check that we obtain as bi- 
module of irreducible maps 
N(P l,p2 ) = Hom(P I,P2 ) ~ HomG(GGG,FM G) ~ FMG • 
First, assume that R is a finite-dimensional k-algebra, for 
some infinite field k. Thus, F,G contain k in the center, k op- 
erates centrally on M, and all dimkF , dimkG , dimkM are finite. It 
is easy to see ([12], [13]) that in case 
dim F M - dim M G ! 3, 
the algebra R is of finite representation type. ~ the other hand, it 
follows from the previous section (and has been s~wn in [12]) that for 
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dim F M • dim M G ~ 4 
there are infinitely many pairwise non-isomorphic R-modules X. with 
i 
a minimal projective resolution of one of the forms 
O .. > P' P > X. O, 
l 
where P' = PI or P1 @ P]' P = P2 or P2 ~ P2' and at least one of 
them indecomposable. This last condition immediately shows that for 
all i, End(X i) is a subring either of F or G, thus a division 
ring. Also, calculating dimensions, one obtains easily 
dim k H°m(P,X i) ! dim k H°m(P',Xi)- 
Applying the long exact sequence for Hom(--,Xi) to the projective res- 
olution of Xi, we obtain 
0--+ Hom(Xi,X i) --+ Hom(P,X i) --> Hom(P',Xi) --+ Ext1(Xi,Xi ) --+ O, 
thus, since Hom(Xi,X i) # O, we also have Ext l (x i ,x i )  # O. We there-  
fore can construct inductively indecomposable modules X.(n) with a 
i 
chain of submodules 
X i = Xi(1 ) c Xi(2 ) c . . . c Xi(n-] ) c Xi(n), 
such that all factors Xi(r+l)/Xi(r ) are isomorphic to X..l In partic- 
ular, dimk Xi(n) = n - dim Xi, and, for different i, j, the modules 
X.(n) and X.(n) are non-isomorphic. (See [34] for the process of l j 
"simplification" which can be applied in our situation for obtaining 
the modules Xi(n), and also for a general argument for deriving the 
Extl(Xi,X i) # 0 using quadratic forms). Thus, we see assertion that 
the finite dimensional k-algebras of the form R(FM G) satisfy the 
second Brauer-Thrall conjecture. In part 3 we will see that these al- 
gebras are rather typical for the general situation. 
Next, let us consider examples where R(FMG) is not necessarily 
a finite dimensional algebra. Let F be a division ring with an auto- 
morphism e and an e-l-derivation 6, (thus ~ : F --+ F is a map 
which satisfies 
~(f1+f2 ) = ~(fl) + 6(f2 ), ~(f]f2 ) = e(fl)~(f2) + 6(fl)f2, 
see [IO]). Then F @ F can be made into an F-F-bimodule, denoted by 
M(~,~) by using the canonical left operation, but the following right 
operation 
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O,0) f - -  (f,0), (0,~)f = (~(f), ~(f)). 
We also can form the twisted polynomial ring F[T;e,~], the elements 
n 
being the polynomials ~ fi Tl with f. 6 F (and T an indetermi- 
i=O l 
nant) and with multiplication defined by the multiplication of F and 
the rule Tf -- d(f) + e(f)T. 
PROPOSITION. Let R = R(M(~,~)). For n E ~, there is precisely 
one indecomposable module P of dimension type (n-l,n), one indecom- 
n 
posable module I n of dimension type (n,n-1). Also there is precisely 
one indecomposable module Z of dimension type (n,n) with 
n 
Hom(Z,Zn) # O, where Z = Z I = (FF,M/(I,O)F,~) with canonical projec- 
tion ~. The modules P form an Auslander-Reiten component 
n 
PI > P2 ---+ P3 ----+ " 
The modules I n form an Auslander-Reiten component 
I l +--- 12 < 13 +--- . . . 
The modules Z n form an Auslander-Reiten component 
ZI ~ ~ Z2 .__j. Z3r...___~. • . 
The full subcategory of R-modules without direct surmnand of the form 
Pn' In' or Z n is equivalent to MF[T;e,6] . 
This has been proved essentially in [34]. The assertions concern- 
ing Auslander-Reiten components follow directly from the fact that we 
can construct without difficulty the corresponding Auslander-Reiten 
sequences. 
Note that the embedding MF[T;g,~ ] into M R is given as fol- 
lows: The F[T;E,~]-module X is sent to (XF,XF,q) with 
q(x ® (I,0)) = x, (x~ (O,I)) = xT for all x E X. In particular, the 
indecomposable R-modules of finite length which are not of the form 
Pn' In' or Z n correspond to the indecomposable F[T;e,~]-modules of 
finite length. Since there exist rlngs of the form F[T;E,6] with 
precisely one indecomposable module of finite length ([I]], [29]: take 
F a differentially closed field with derivation 8, and c = id), we 
obtain in this way an artinian ring R with length of R R and length 
of R R both equal 4, such that there are precisely two indecomposable 
modules of any odd length, also two indecomposable modules of length 2, 
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and just one indecomposable module for any other even length. A similar 
example is obtained by taking for F the algebraic closure of the 
prime field ~/p~ (p a prime), for s the Frobenius automorphism of 
F (thus e(f) = fP), and 6 = O, see []]]. Note that these examples 
are also of interest from the point of view that they are rather well- 
behaved artinian rings which do not have Auslander-Reiten sequences 
(some modules have, some not). 
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3. THE METHODS OF NAZAROVA AND ROJTER 
In this second part, we want to indicate a few of the methods of 
proof used by Nazarova and Rojter, indicating at the same time some of 
the changes which are necessary in order to obtain the corresponding 
result for algebras over an arbitrary base field, and, in fact, even 
for arbitrary artin algebras. We touch only a very small part of the 
work of Nazarova and Rojter and we have to refer to the original paper 
[32] for a deeper penetration. 
3.1 Vectorspace categories 
We assume throughout that k is a commutative field and D a 
division ring which is finite dimensional over k. 
By a vectorspace category K = D K we mean a k-additive category 
together with a faithful functor from K to the category D M of 
finite-dimensional left D-vectorspaces, usually we will denote this 
functor by I ' I ,  and for X in K, the D-vectorspace IxI will be 
called the underlying vectorspace. Using I ' I ,  we may consider K as 
a (usually not full) subcategory, thus a vectorspace category may be 
considered in the following way: there are given certain finite-dimen- 
sional left D-vectorspaces, called the objects of K, and for any two 
such objects X,Y, there is given a k-subspace K(X,Y) of the set of 
D-linear transformations from D X to D Y (or better, from DIXI to 
DIYI) such that K becomes a category. We always will assume that 
K has split idempotents, thus the endomorphism ring of an indecompo- 
sable object of K (= one which is not isomorphic in K to a direct 
sum of two non-zero objects) is a local algebra. Also, usually we 
will assume that K has only finitely many isomorphism classes of in- 
decomposable objects. 
Given a vectorspace category D K, we denote by U(DK) the 
subspace category of D K, defined as follows: its objects are of the 
form (U,X,~) with U a (finite dimensional) D-vectorspace, X an 
object of K, and ~ : D U + DIXI a D-linear transformation, and the 
maps from (U,X,~) to (U',X',~') are of the form (~,6) with 
: D U + D U' a D-linear transformation, 6 : X + X' a map in the cate- 
gory K, such that ~ISI = ~ ' -  Note that for all the indecomposable 
objects (U,X,~) of UD(K) , but (DD,O,o), the map ~ is a mono- 
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morphism, thus we may assume an inclusion. This explains why U(DK) 
is called the subspace category of D K- 
In the case when k is an algebraically closed field, these 
notions where introduced by Nazarova and Rojter [32]. Of course, in 
this case, we must have k = D, and for any indecomposable object X 
in K, also the factor ring of End(X) modulo its radical equals k. 
The vectorspace category K is said to be of finite representa- 
tion type provided U(K) has only finitely many isomorphism classes 
of indecomposable objects. We will see in which way we can use the 
following result for the proof of the theorem of Nazarova and Rojter. 
It confirms the second Brauer-Thrall conjecture for vectorspace cate- 
gories. In the case of k algebraically closed, it is due to Naza- 
rova and Rojter [32], and, as we want to indicate, the general result 
follows with similar considerations. 
PROPOSITION: Let D K be a vectorspace category which is not 
of finite representation type. Then there exists an algebraic bimodule 
FMG , with F,G division rings, dim F M ' dim M G ~ 4, and a full sub- 
category V of U(DK) which is representation equivalent to MR(FMG). 
Here, a bimodule FMG is called algebraic, in case the ring 
R(FM G) is a finite dimensional algebra over some field. 
We will outline the first steps of the proof of this proposition. 
Before we do this, let us indicate the typical situation in which this 
result can be applied for the study of module categories over finite 
dimensional algebras. 
3.2 The use of subspace categories 
If we want to prove a result for all finite dimensional algebras, 
we may use induction on the dimension, thus one may assume that the 
result is true for all proper factor algebras of the given algebra. 
For example, in establishing the theorem of Nazarova and Rojter for a 
particular algebra R, we may assume that all the factor algebras R/I, 
with I a non-zero (twosided) ideal, are of finite representation type. 
PROPOSITION: Let R be a finite-dimensional algebra. Let S 
be a simple (right) R-module, with endomorphism ring D, and assume 
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ExtI(s,s) = O. Let K be the full subcategory of all R-modules M 
with Hom(S,M) := O, and L the full subcategory of all R-modules which 
are direct sums of indecomposable modules M with Hom(S,M) t O or 
ExtI(M,S) # O. Then l is representation equivalent to U(DEXtI(K,S)). 
We apply this in the situation where in addition to Ext I(S,S) =O, 
we also have Hom(S,R R) + O. Then, let I be the S-socle of RR, the 
sum of all simple submodules of R R isomorphic to S. This is a non- 
zero twosided ideal, and we can assume that R/I is of finite repre- 
sentation type. Now the R-modules in K are annihilated by I, thus 
K consists of R/l-modules and has therefore only finitely many in- 
decomposable objects. Thus, we conclude that the subspace category 
U(DEXtI(K,S)) either has also only finitely many indecomposable ob- 
jects, or else there is a full subcategory which is representation 
equivalent to some MR( M ) with dim F M • dim M G > 4. Note that L 
F G is a cofinite subcategory of MR, since the indecomposable R-modules 
not in L belong to K. 
Proof: Define a functor from L to U(DExtI(K,S)) as follows: 
given M in L, let S(M) be the S-socle of M, the submodule of M 
generated by all simple submodules of M isomorphic to S. Let 
m m 
S(M) ~ @ S, and ;J : @ S ÷ M 
i=l i=l 
exact sequence 
the inclusion map . Applying to the 
0 ~ 
m 
@ S Z+ M --+ M/S(M) --+ O 
i= l  
the functor Hom(-,S), we obtain the long exact sequence 
m 
0 ----+ Hom(M/S(M),S) --+ Hom(M,S) --+ Hom( @ S,S) 
i=l 
~M m 
> ExtI(M/S(M),S) ÷ ExtI(M,S) ÷ Extl( ~ S,S), 
i=l 
and we are interested in the map ~M" In fact, 
m m m 
Hom( ~ S,DS) ~ ~ Hom(S,DS) = • 
i=l i=l i= l  
m 
is a D-linear transformation from Hom( @ S,DS) 
i=l 
Since ExtI(s,s) = O, we have Hom(S,M/S(M)) = O, thus 
module in K, and therefore we obtain a functor 
D D is a left D-vectorspace, and 6 M 
to ExtI(M/S(M),DS). 
M/S(M) is a 
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q : i --+ U(DEXtI(K,S)) 
by 
q(M) = (Hom(S(M),DS), ExtI(M/S(M),S), ~M ). 
It is not difficult to vef~y that n is, in fact, a representation 
equ iva lence .  Note that  g iven an ob jec t  (D U, Ext I (X ,S ) ,~)  of 
U(DEXtI(K,S)), we may write D U in the form 
m (%°.~ml 1$ D D, and q) = with [0 i : D D --+ Ext I(X,S) where X E K. i=l 
m 
In this way, we obtain a map ~ : D D ~ Ext I(X, ~ S) wi th  
i=l  
<9 = (k01 .... ,q)m ), and the image of ] 6 D under k0 gives an element in 
m 
Ext I(X, @ S), thus to an extens ion  of the form 
i=l 
m 
0---+ ~ S--+ Y--~ X--~ O, 
i=l 
and i t  fo l lows  that  q(Y) is  isomorphic  to (D U, Ext l (x , s )  ,~) .  In 
th i s  way, we show that  the functor  q i s  dense.  
3.3 Vectorspace cate~0ries of finite representation type. 
The proof of the theorem of Nazarova and Rojter rests on a good 
knowledge of the structure of vectorspace categories of finite repre- 
sentation type. But also in many other situations, it may be helpful 
to have insight into the structure of these vectorspace categories. 
In contrast to the special case of the additive category of a partially 
ordered set, no characterization of the vectorspace categories of 
finite representation type is known, however, the work of Nazarova and 
Rojter provides a large amount of information on these categories. 
Let us write down at least the structure of the indecomposable 
objects of such a category. In fact, we only will assume that K is 
a vectorspace category satisfying the following property: 
(*) There is no algebraic bimodule FMG with F,G division 
rings, (dim FM)(dim MG) ~ 4, such that a full exact sub- 
category V of U(DK) is representation equivalent to 
MR(FMG) " 
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In considering an object X of a vectorspace category D K, we 
always will identify X and the underlying vectorspace IXI. If E 
its endomorphism ring in K, then X becomes a D-E-module DXE . 
is 
Lemma: Let D K be a vectorspace category satisfying (*). Let 
X be an indecomposable object of D K, with E = End(X). Then either 
E is a division ring and (dim D X)(dim XE) <_ 3, or else E is a local 
ring with factor ring D, and X E is a uniserial E-module of length 
< 3. 
Thus, we have the following possibilities for the bimodule DXE: 
(i) E is a division ring and is a subring of D of index 
< 3, and DXE is canonically isomorphic to DDE , 
(ii) E is a division ring, D is a subring of 
3, and DXE is canonically isomorphic to DEE , 
E of index 
(iii) D X = D(D @ D), and E is a subring of the 2x2-matrix 
{(xy~ } 
r ing  M2(D) of the form E = 0 ~(x) J  x ,y  £ D , where a is  an 
automorphism of D, 
(iv) 
of the form 
D X = D(D @ D @ D), and E is a subring of M3(D) 
{(! Yl z I } 
E = ~(x) Y2 X,Yl,Y2,Z C D 
0 ~(x) 
where ~,B are automorphisms of D, and finally 
(v) D X = D(D @ D @ D), and E is a subring of M3(D) 
of the form 
E = a(x)  a (y ) t  x ,y , z  E D 
O t-1~2(x)t/I 
where ~ is an automorphism of D, and t C D is a fixed element. 
A vectorspace category K is called Schurian provided the endo- 
morphism ring of any indecomposable object in K is a division ring. 
The Schurian vectorspace categories play a dominant role in the in- 
vestigation, for two reasons: On the one hand, proposition 3.] first 
is established for Schurian vectorspace categories, and then the gene- 
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ral case is reduced to this special case. On the other hand, the re- 
duction will be possible only in case we have a ~ather large amount of 
information concerning a given vectorspace category, and this informa- 
tion wil l  be obtained by comparing K with a Schurian vectorspace 
category K derived from K. Schurian vectorspace categories of 
finite type are very well behaved and, in fact, one can write down es- 
pl icit ly all indecomposable subspaces. 
With any vectorspace category D K, one associates a Schurian 
vectorspace category D K as  follows: for an indecomposable object X 
of D K, let X i = X • radiEnd(X), thus we obtain a f i l tration 
X = Xo m XI --m X2 m "''-- ' 
and we use as indecomposable objects of K the non-zero factors 
Xi/Xi+l, and as homomorphisms the induced maps._ It is easy to see that 
many properties of DK can be transfered to D K. In particular, with 
D K also D ~ satisfies the property (.). 
Let K be a vectorspace category. A subspace (U,X,~) of K 
is called faithful provided U + O and any indecomposable object of K 
appears as a direct summand of X. The vectorspace category K is 
called faithful provided there exists an indecomposable subspace of K 
which is faithful. Of course, in dealing with an individual subspace 
(U,X,~) of an arbitrary vectorspace category K, we always may assume 
(U,X,~) to he faithful, replacing K by the smallest subcategory of 
K containing X and closed under direct sums and direct summands. 
The main result on Schurian vectorspace categories asserts that 
there are only f initely many faithful ones and gives a precise list of 
all faithful suhspaces. In case of the additive category of a par- 
tially ordered set, this result is due to Kleiner [26]. 
The list of the possible faithful subspaces is one of the main 
working tool in the proof of proposit ion 3.]. Namely, one always com- 
pares a given subspace of a vectorspace category with the corresponding 
one of the derived Schurian vectorspace category: the last one can be 
decomposed according to the list, and this clearly gives a large amount 
of information on the given subspace. 
Let us finish by stressing the fact that for vectorspace categories 
which are not Schurian, a corresponding classif ication of the faithful 
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ones of finite type is known only in a very special situation (even in 
case K is defined over an algebraically closed field) [27]. Namely, 
one has to assume that dim IXI J 2 for X indecomposable, and that 
for X,Y indecomposable with dim JX 1 = dim IYI = 2, not both 
End(X)HOm(X,Y) and Hom(X,Y)End(Y) are indeeomposable faithful mo- 
dules. Even in this case, it is no longer true that there are only 
finitely many faithful categories: actually, it is rather easy to 
construct faithful categories of this form with an arbitrary large num- 
ber of indecomposable objects. 
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